Abstract—The city can be seen as the end-product of human civilization, imposing various meninges, it can be an arena for political, economic, sociocultural and classes disputes, imbedding authoritarian power, control and discipline.

This study investigates the architectural and urban traces of authoritarian power, control, and classes disputes in Cairo from around the end of the 18th Century until the first two decades of the 21st Century. The study adopts a descriptive and synthesis research method and approach by relating significant authoritarian urban projects in Cairo to political, economic, and sociocultural forces in action.

The traces of authoritarian power shifted from the celebrative authoritarian architecture level before 1800 to medium-scale urban monumental interventions after the second half of the 19th Century. After 1960 Cairo witnessed several shifts in authoritarian power representation, leading to massive urbanisation and new spectacular capital. Cairo presented various power players shifting nodes along with its urban governance network. The power shift was accompanied by authoritarian control, discipline, and political propaganda while adopting a colonial top-down autocratic urban process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Each physical or spatial urban element reflects a different set of forces bundled together into a network. Layers upon layers of physical and non-physical changes merge, interact and assimilate, 'fusing into a continuum of urban complexity' (Kumar, 2017, p. 1034). It is rather difficult to explain the forces shaping a place without exploring the power network generating and maintaining it. 'We do not deny the powerful structural forces of urban capital' (Pierce et al., 2010, p. 56), but other forces are influential too (Saad, 2017a). Exploring those forces in action can show how they work through particular institutions, networks, and actors (Uitermark et al., 2012).

Rapoport’s (Rapoport, 1980) and Alexander’s (Alexander, 2002) attempts at reading the urban form and patterns presented the urban components as the end-products of various forces in action. However, it is the forces that shape the place and the type of urban processes (Saad, Forthcoming). In such a perspective, the city shows itself to be an interwoven urban structure reflecting its generating human activities driven by decision-makers and the urban processes’ nature. Power is not always about domination and controls; it should also be understood as a general facility for enabling things to happen, the power of decision-making (Allen, 2013, p. 9) and the power to assert the built environment’s order (Foucault, 1994). Since architecture and the built environment ‘are the products and setting of human action’ (Mills, 2012, p. 382), Van der Westhuizen and Cloen (van der Westhuizen and Cloen, 2012, p. 331) argued that the ‘spatial logic of both planned and unplanned settlements allows opportunities for placemaking’, through the power of decision-making and actions.

Panerai et al. (Panerai et al., 2005) argued that Paris Haussmannisation was imposed to achieve two main urban aims, isolating the new bourgeoisie from other classes and controlling the city. His scheme meant to create a place where the state can achieve urban control and produce economic opportunities for the new bourgeoisie and ruling class (Jordan, 2015). Trying to take more property than the streets required to sell the excess for a profit, ‘the scale was small, but the monarchy was powerful’ (Jordan, 2015, p. 544). In various parts of the Arab world, such as Damascus, Hudson (Hudson, 2008) pointed out that ‘modernisation’ and radical changes in social relations were the sole and direct creations of capitalist ‘penetration’. The creation of the new bourgeoisie in Damascus involved economic transformation and changes in the social structure.

II. STUDY AIMS AND METHODS

This study aims to comprehend how authoritarian power reflects control, economic profit classes and power dispute by tracking its urban and architectural traces in Cairo. Discovering authoritarian powers in different time frames aims at exploring their shifting forms and meanings.
Cairo will be examined for architectural and urban traces of authoritarian power during several eras. The first era during the indigenous urbanisation processes (before 1800). Then during the 19th and the first half of the 20th centuries (1805-1950), exogenous urbanisation was introduced. The last era will be after 1960, in which the Egyptian authorities practised top-down urbanism on a large-scale. Describing and synthesising authoritarian top-down projects in relationship to forces or players in action should explain their symbolic meanings.

III. HISTORIC CAIRO (BEFORE 1800)

The urban power networks of historic Cairo took three significant levels; the political ruling class, the community elites’ intermediate level as political proxies, and the residents and working forces (Ghazaleh, 2013, 2005, 1999; Hanna, 2011). The three levels created two urban territories in the city. The first level created an authoritarian public urban territory at the citadel area, and the second level dominated the city public roads (major and minor open-end roads) (Saad, 2018, 2007), creating a significant area of the city public territory. The third level created a secondary urban territory within the residential entities (Raymond, 2001; Saad, 2017b; Saad and Eysa, 2004). The two urban territories promoted geometric irregularity in various degrees, from the highly irregular in the secondary territory to low and very low in the public territory and the citadel area (Saad, 2017b, 2017b, 2007; Saad and Eysa, 2004) (Figures 1, 2).

Historic Cairo ruling classes (the Mamluks) were fond of multifunctional architecture, adapting a celebrative visual impact (Mostafa, 2006; Saad, 2018). Authoritarian structures were mostly built by high-ranking politicians such as a Sultan, a Caliph or an army commander. Architecture can be seen as the means of protecting their private wealth or engraving their marks in history as charitable persons (Rabbat, 2010). Nevertheless, the urban city growth mechanism embedded most of the celebrative authoritarian structures within the physical context and degraded their visual impacts (Saad, 2019a, 2020a) (Figures 3). The city citadel area was a place for authoritarian power representation thanks to its spectacular, celebrative architecture, vast open area and spaces. Within this limited area, rulers and military personals assumed their control (Saad, 2018, 2017b) (see Figure 2). El-Azhar Mosque was a clear exception in authoritarian architecture. It represents the highest reference in Egypt’s Islamic hierarchy but shows the most intimate visual impact among other traditional authoritarian mosques in Cairo.

Historic Cairo communities practised their right to assert the order of their urban setting or ‘the ontological freedom’ (Foucault, 1994). The development of each urban territoriality meant what their users saw as workable (Saad, 2019a), and little attention was given to any third party concerning its development (Mitchell, 1991). Relating urban rights to responsibilities (Hakim, 2010), safety and public services were ensured by the community members and groups (Ebrahim, 1992). Within the Cairene public territory, merchants shared such responsibility with the local authorities (Raymond, 2002). The city citadel area demonstrated an explicit exception for historic Cairo, in which the city rulers dominated and imposed their socio-political powers freely.
IV. THE 19TH CENTURY CAIRO (1805-1900)

By the beginning of the 19th Century, an exogenous architectural identity was introduced. By ending all political and military disputes in his favour, Mohammed Ali Pasha (1805-1849) started a series of military and administrative changes (Çelik, 1992). He instituted several social and economic public facilities (Sayyid-Marsot, 1984, p. 1), ensuring power and political control for his dynasty (Fahmy, 2016). During the first decades of the 19th Century, authoritarian architectural achievements were royal luxury palaces, an Ottoman-style spectacular mosque and a regional road. The Ottoman-style mosque was constructed on an elevated plateau in the city citadel, overlooking the historic Cairo. An Acropolis-like Ottoman religious structure symbolises the Pasha’s power and ethnic standpoint (Rabbat, 2010) (Figure 4). The regional road was constructed to connect the city with Mohammed Ali’s summer royal palace in Shobra, northern Cairo (Figure 5). The Qanater dame northern Cairo and the regional road can be seen as authoritarian projects aiming at reinforcing the Pasha’s wealth and political prestige (Fahmy, 2016).

Cairo witnessed its first significant authoritarian top-down urban intervention in 1846 during Mohammed Ali Pasha’s reign (1805-1847). He completed the French percée in three years; el-Seka el-Gedida (or the new way); an axial straight street from Cairo’s west to the east side. Small-scale urban projects were created during the reign of his grandson Abas Helmy Pasha (1849-1854), such as el-Abassiya (1849) and el-Helmiya (1851) western of historic Cairo (Saad, 2020b, pp. 118–119). Those urban projects should be considered land-sub-divisions among the ruling class's selective members, more than actual urban developments. However, Cairo had to wait till his grandson Ismail Pasha came to power (1863-1879) and was appointed Khedive to experience its massive medium-scale urban interventions and transformations.

Medium-scale urban projects were practised in Cairo during Ismail Pasha’s reign in an area exciding the traditional city area. Ismail Pasha constructed a new extension after the French Renascences’ urban rules (known today as the CBD or the Khediven Cairo). Pierre Grand Beck, one of Haussmann’s senior road engineers, was appointed to realise Ismail Pasha’s dreams in creating a French Cairo. Around 12 significant Meydans were connected with wide axial roads and percées and the Meydans adopted regular and primary shapes such as the circle, square and rectangle (Figure 6). Within one year recreational French-styled gardens, an artificial extension and transforming a significant river island into a geometric shape, vast open areas, royal palaces, and royal cultural facilities were constructed (Saad, 2019b). Pierre Grand Beck developed Haussmann’s roads spatial articulation by dealing with each street as one design entity and unifying the visual appearance of the buildings façades. It is unclear whether such visual unity was encouraged by the state political and economic elites or by Pierre himself on the drawing board. By the end of the 19th Century, the authorities’ domination of Cairo urbanism created
a new dilemma; who owns does not control, and controls do not own or uses (Akbar, 1988).

V. MODERN CAIRO (1900-2020)

After a slight pause during the first half of the 20th Century, the tendency for creating medium- and large-scale architectural and urban projects immersed again with Nasser's reign (1960-1970). Obsessed with ‘modernity’, Nasser imitated the western model of urbanisation ‘as the ultimate reference’ (Saad, 2020c). However, the economic recession of the 1960s limited Nasser’s ambition for urban development. During the Nasser era, several iconic architectural projects were created, such as the Cairo Tower, the Arab League Headquarter, the Arab Radio and Television central building and the Socialist Union Headquarters. Medium- and large-scale urban projects such as Sahafeyyen (the journalists’ quarter), Mohandseen (the engineers’ quarter) and Medinet Nasr (the city of victory) emerged. Industrial areas, as well as social low-income housing, were constructed. Despite Nasser political Arabism slogan, none of his authoritarian projects promoted local Arabic identity (Saad, 2020c) (Figure 7, 8).

By defining itself as the provider of low- and middle-income classes (El-Shakry, 2006, p. 84), Nasser’s revolutionary state monopolised Cairo urban development. Authoritarian new forces stormed Cairo, and against its Socialist slogan, the colonial’s authoritarian power representation trend continued. By defining itself as the provider of low- and middle-income classes (El-Shakry, 2006, p. 84), Nasser’s revolutionary state monopolised Cairo urban development. Authoritarian new forces stormed Cairo, and against its Socialist slogan, the colonial’s authoritarian power representation trend continued.

The powerful display of iconic ‘buildings, squares, and streets was adopted to signify authority, supremacy, and discipline’ (Selim, 2016, p. 194). Nevertheless, economic depression minimised Nasser urban development, keeping a distance behind Ismail Pasha’s projects. The first Cairo master plan (the 1960s) suggested the construction of satellite towns to become ‘relief poles’ for Cairo overpopulation (Sims, 2000, p. 17). While Omnia (El-Shakry, 2006, p. 74) emphasised the social welfare characterised the period of the 1930s to the 1960s, changes in the urban territoriality, structure and hierarchy after 1970 reinforced social segregation.

During Sadat’s tenure (1970-1980), desert towns and cities became an authoritarian urban fashion. He intended to relocate the Egyptian capital to a new city, Medinet el-Sadat (the Sadat
city). His death, however, stopped the displacement of governmental institutions, and in a few years, the project was neglected. Mubarak (1980-2011) followed Sadat's footsteps in his urban fashion but promoted large- and mega-scale projects. Mubarak's relatives, related capitalist and investors, gained vast development areas at low prices. In the 1980s the IAURIF (Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme de la Région d’Ile-de-France) presented a new master plan for Cairo. The master plan suggested constructing ten urban settlements (dormitories or towns) in the city's eastern arc. The settlements aimed at being relief poles for informal housing homesteaders in Cairo, but such aim was not implemented, and the settlements were transformed to accommodate upper-income classes. (IAURIF and GOPP, 1991). Constructing gated communities, desert dormitories intended to attract capitals and foreign investments (Saad, 2020d).

After 2013 the Pretorian state monopolised the urban development in a top-down process and redirected it to the SCAF (Supreme Council of Armed Forces) controlled lands. Constructing the New Administrative Capital presents an urban motivation for the high-income classes to abandon Cairo. The vital fundamental design concept of the New Administrative Capital was to create a grand 'monumental' city (Ali, 2019) (Figure 9). Repeating the last decades’ failures leave little doubt about the authorities intentions in solving the urban problems of marginalised classes. The marginalised classes’ housing development is neither profitable nor prestigious, but constructing new desert towns and cities attracts private investors willing to share their profits with the authorities.

VI. CAIRO: AN ARENA FOR POWER DISPUTE?

Allen argued that power is a general facility for enabling thing to happen (Allen, 2010), and Cairo history teaches us that power was also practised for gaining a prominent position. In order to occupy a significant and prestigious node in the power network, control is vital. Thus practising control minimise the chances of losing one's power. Since the public space offers a stage/forum—for political representation, display and action (Varna and Tiedsell, 2010, p. 579), the Egyptian authorities aimed at controlling the city's public domain by monopolising its production. Building laws and regulations were created to strengthen authoritarian power and control. Top-down authoritarian urban investments replaced the bottom-up urbanism; the public right to assert the order of their built environment became a form of chaotic activity (Ashwa‘ayat in Arabic). During Nasser tenure, asserting control over the 'urban' was conceived as an aim of the Egyptian authorities to impose their political power and discipline. Creating a paradoxical association (Beauregard, 2011, p. 470) between the state actions and political slogans (Saad, 2020c). During Nasser’s reign, planning Cairo was an effort to modernise the city and impose control over the community (Bale and Blake, 2017). The 1960s Cairo master plan was not implemented due to Nasser's regime's fear of losing control over Egypt's working force. The tendency for representing the rulers' authoritarian power can be traced along with Cairo history. Such representation took various forms and levels according to each era. In historic Cairo, the authoritarian urban power representation was mainly limited within the city citadel area and on the architectural level at major arterial roads (Figures 10, 11). Nevertheless, the public struggle for their ontological freedom was reflected upon authoritarian buildings’ physical context and urban spaces’ geometric form (Saad, 2017b). Their celebrative impact was contained, and power representation was degraded. The public ontological freedom created an overwhelming physical context integrating authoritarian structure within the city ensemble (Saad, 2018). The power network’s intermediate level was a buffer protecting the public's interests and balancing higher and lower power levels (Ghazaleh, 2013, 2005).

While 'planned districts and model housing were territorial mechanisms designed to represent the legitimacy’ of colonialism (Selim, 2016, p. 183), they were perfectly replicated by the local Egyptian authorities in the 19th and 20th centuries (Badie, 2000; Mitchell, 1991; Saad, 2019b).
Enframing authoritarian buildings, representing geometric axial streets and Meydans, was a significant physical reflection of the authoritarian power representation in modern Cairo (Figure 12). The urban external appearances became a primary authoritarian interest (Saad, 2019b). The Egyptian authorities replaced the colonial forces as proxies by controlling the city, adopting a top-down urban process and considering the marginalised classes in their informal housing as the ‘others’ (Saad, 2020d).

Figure 12. Enframing Mohammed Ali Mosque, the author.

Egyptian authorities’ failure in solving Cairo problems during the 20th Century cannot be considered an unconscious act created by human trail and error. Transforming new desert settlements to accommodate high-income classes or to be absorbed into the preexisting military and police housing programs -developed without reference to the original scheme (IAURIF and GOPP, 1991), seems to be a conscious decision.

Before the 19th centuries, power dispute succeeded in cornering the ruling class power practice within a limited area and mainly on the architectural level. Ismail Pasha promoted the medium-scale urban projects on a wide range in the 1870s to disempower the public and empower the royal family, ruling classes and ending the Egyptian community's urban involvement and collaboration. Wide straight roads and percées, authoritarian buildings as vistas, celebrative and spectacular urbanisation became the recent urban power dispute's physical end-product. Authoritarian architecture and urban projects represent what Castells (Castells, 1977, p. 378) considered the power in players' acts. The exogenous urban identity and urban processes were decision-makers traces of the power level in the 19th Century. Imposing a third party's control over the city can be seen as a result of two integrated objectives; eliminating the public power that lies in the streets, as Castell argued, and ending the public ontological freedom. Both of those objectives are implemented to stop challenging the authorities, ‘the rich and powerful’ (Uitermark et al., 2012).

Nasser promoted medium-scale architectural and urban projects, empowering his ruling classes. Sadat and Mubarak took the authoritarian urbanisation further by constructing large-scale urban projects and desert settlements. While Sadat’s regime empowered the military and encouraged the private business people simultaneously, Mubarak attempted to minimise the SCAF power using the ruling class’s entrepreneurs. The Pretorian state took the authoritarian power to a higher level by monopolising the mega-scale urban investments, and the SCAF gained the governance power position.

The SCAF attitude of conceiving lands can be traced back to Nasser and Sadat to secure the armed forces’ political support. Nevertheless, later, the Egyptian Defense Ministry developed its real-estate investment plans for much of East Cairo. Mubarak’s struggle to construct new desert towns on military-controlled land was interpreted by Dorman (Dorman, 2013) as a reflection of the power dispute between his business people and the military in gaining control over the urban investment. Egyptian economic and political elites proved their ability in imposing their power on the planning technocrats.
Their powers redirected the IAURIF master plan in their favour, and their power practice found full collaboration from the authorities due to their coalition. The Pretorian state urban investment was not limited to housing projects but exceeded other commercials, health and educational facilities. Announcing the construction of four new prestigious universities offering ‘the highest quality of academic education’ for those who can afford their tuition fees was celebrated by the Pretorian officials (El-Wazier, 2020) as the physical application of the SCAF power monopoly.

During the 19th Century, the new socio-economic and cultural elites’ political domination created a clear shift in Cairo’s power network. In the 20th Century, the urban governance network sustained its central colonial structure but shifted its players. Nasser’s military regime backed by the cultural, economic and political elites dominated the network. Globalisation might have transformed the architectural appearance and Cairo urbanism (Bale and Blake, 2017), but authoritarian power representation sustained its colonial core. Whether the 19th Century Cairo urban’s geometric regularity was adopted to impose sociocultural isolation or its unfamiliar exogenous urbanism created such isolation, is not clear. However, Cairo Haussmannisation resulted in imposing an authoritarian top-down urban process as an urban default. The contrast between traditional irregularity and modern Cairo geometric regularity can be seen as the reflection of power dispute between the traditional and the Western urban quality in terms of ontological freedom and authoritarian control. The 19th Century Cairo axial streets and geometrically regular Meydans do not reflect sociocultural, economic, and political forces only but reflect the winning party in the power dispute.

Consistent with authoritarian high modernism, state planners have thought to contain Cairo’s growth and redirect it from the local, small- to large-scale vehicledirected projects and abandoning the ‘others’. The statement of ‘the state ownerships’ -created during the Monarchy- is still in use in contemporary Egypt, replacing the concept of public property and reflecting the hidden meaning of authoritarian power in the collective memory. Whether such power shift, structure and network-level were mandatory to bring Egypt into ‘the modern ages’ (Ufford, 2007) or not, the outcome was disempowering the public, illegalising the bottom-up urban process and establishing the top-down autocratic urban process.

VII. CAIRO, A CITY FOR PROFIT?

Before the end of the 18th Century, the small- and micro-economy dominated Cairo economic power network. The urban development was mainly created due to cumulative architectural individual activities. Few ruling class’s members invested in large areas by constructing basic urban facilities and renting the vacant area. The rented vacant area was developed by individual large families or groups of people. Each family or group of people controlled their sub-divided area in a deliberative bottom-up process by respective general religious rules and Urf (or building customs) (Hakim, 2001). By the time Mohammed Ali came to political power, he had monopolised the construction economy, tool and materials. His relatives were given access to authoritarian urban decisions, architectural renovations and development in Cairo on a wide scale. Mohammed Ali’s family and ruling class took advantage of such a monopoly in reinforcing their network's economic position.

By Promoting Renaissance urbanisation in the 19th Century Cairo, the local small- and micro-economic forces were eliminated from taking a significant role in the city urbanisation. A shift in the urban wealth distribution from the micro-economy to large economic enterprises strengthened the ruling class’s economic force (Saad, 2019b). Medium-scale urban projects required big financial establishments and foreign banks, presenting new players in urban power networks. Introducing big investors, technocrats, politicians, and members from the ruling class breathed life into the urban development process to the highest profit level. After a slight pause during Nasser’s tenure, private urban investments dominated the urban power network. Businesses people related to Sadat and Mubarak enjoyed privileges in accessing development land at marginalised prices. During the last decades of Mubarak’s tenure, urban investors became among the wealthiest Egyptian businesses people. Sadat and Mubarak took advantage of constructing new desert settlements to attract foreign aids and investments. The military coup of 2013 shifted the Egyptian economic power network’s players in favour of the SCAF generals and the army officers.

Confiscating previous ruling classes’ assets and wealth was repeatedly practised from the 18th Century until the 21st Century by the new players in Egypt’s political power network. After restructuring the economic power network by Mohammed Ali in favour of his ruling class in the 1820s, the network kept changing its players along with Cairo history but kept its core structure; a ruler-businesses-people-alliance. By the time Mubarak became president, eight out of Egypt’s top ten wealthiest businesspeople were real estate investors related to...
the ruling class. Real estate investments presented around 40% of the Egyptian national income (Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, 2017).

The Pretorian state became involved in mega-scale urban investments through the Defence Ministry’s land bank. Developing such lands came in joint venture transactions for high-profit (Abaza, 2016, p. 113). Several new desert towns, universities, and new capital are examples of the Pretorian state economic role. The urban investments’ high economic profit attracted the Pretorian state in monopolising vast desert areas around Cairo and other cities. The New Administrative Capital became the cherry on top of its urban economic activities with its spectacular and celebrative design. Despite that it is officially considered an administrative city, it is used to attract real estate investments in housing, education and services in partnership with the Defence Ministry. The SCAF became involved in real estate development as private investors and mediators (Dorman, 2013; Sims, 2011). To create the desert property boom, the failure of contemporary Cairo planning schemes was essential. Desert development is best understood as an edifice project and exercise in elite urbanism rather than a practical solution to the problems it was nominally intended to address (Dorman, 2013). In contradiction to what Bernner, Marcuse and Mayer (Bernner et al., 2012) suggested in their book ‘Cities for people, not for profit’, contemporary Cairo became a city for pure capitalist high-profit. Urban decisions that affect ordinary Egyptians’ everyday lives are taken top-down by political, business people, administrative authorities, or technocrats favouring the wealthy. The economy is significant without a doubt, but only directing it favouring the rich and powerful classes is unjust.

As Routledge (Routledge, 2010, p. 1166) noticed, the authorities’ decision-making power shifted away from urban citizens towards the corporate sector, creating socio-economic opportunities for the Egyptian high-income classes. The Pretorian monopoly of the private and public property strengthened such structure and alliance; the urban setting became ‘the supreme object of governance’ (El-Shakry, 2006, p. 75). Informal micro-economy presents marginalised threat to the economic elites, because of its low profit margin. But distinguish informal areas presenting potential profits became arenas for classes disputes. The last decade, however, demonstrated the economic elites’ triumph in those disputes. Informal housing was met by the Egyptian cultural and economic elites with aggression. The Egyptian media launched massive campaigns against informal housing favouring the Egyptian elites, but their residents faced such aggression by constructing more informal areas.

VIII. CAIRO; AN ARENA FOR CLASS DISPUTE?

The relationship between authoritarian urban development and the shift in the ruling class’s sociocultural and economic status can be noticed in Cairo modern history. Cairo urbanisation was used during the Mohammed Ali dynasty for strengthening the ruling classes’ sociocultural position. The symbolic meaning of the exogenous urban elements created in Grand Beck’s plans (the 1870s) reflected the new actors and forces in action. The cultural Meydan at el-Azbakeyia reflects the westernised new cultural class. The political Meydan at Abydien reflects the new powerful Monarchy and its ‘civilised face’, and the communication and industrial Meydan Bab el-Hadid reflects the new economic force’s pivotal role. New spectacular and celebrative percées and axial streets symbolised the new Westernised sociocultural classes (Saad, 2019b) (Figures 13, 14, 15).

Figure 13. Meydan Abedyen, around the beginning of the 20th Century; Political representation, private collection.

Figure 14. The music shack at Azbakeya garden around the bingeing of the 20th Century; A cultural representation, private collection.

Drawing on Badie’s argument, the political support of the new westernised classes created an ‘owner-client’ (Badie, 2000) relationship between the state and community members in
Cairo in their search for better life quality. However, marginalised classes lost a lot of their sociocultural positions. Individuals may privilege the motivating power of relationships within their particular place-bundles (Pierce et al., 2010, p. 58), but, in contrast to marginalised classes, Egyptian elites joined authoritarian place-bundles, through which they reinforced the transformation of Cairo planning schemes into top-down urban processes. Their socio-economic position gave them the ability to move between various power nodes.

As a result of social neglect and inequality (Saad, 2020d), two-third of the Cairo population became outside the state’s authoritarian power (Sims, 2011). Following Barnesmoore (Barnesmoore, 2018) argument, informal housing can be seen as the marginalised classes’ hidden and peaceful protest against the authoritarian neglect. The few authoritarian attempt for upgrading informal housing ended by promoting what Deboulet (Deboulet, 2009) called the ‘dictatorship of the straight-line’ as a form of authoritarian discipline.

The change in Cairo’s spatial settings since the beginning of the 20th Century was a ‘struggle over the public sphere’ (Singerman and Amar, 2006, p. 36). The tension between the Egyptian elites -supporting the state top-down urban process and the marginalised classes’ right in balancing the state urban and social neglect became overwhelming. Marginalised classes in Cairo are struggling for their right to having decent accommodation creating informal areas. It is how the ‘city act as a crucial site for the production of resistance identities and practices’ (Routledge, 2010, p. 1170). Despite the increasing sociocultural elites’ media pressure on informal housing residents, informal areas kept spreading and attracting more residents.

## Cairo’s Synoptic Infrastructure and Political Propaganda

Introducing the most prominent, tallest and most spectacular urban and architectural projects reflects more than just profit, power, and classes dispute in modern Cairo. In June 1867, Ismail Pasha travelled to Paris to attend the Egyptian Pavilion opening in the International Industrial Exposition (Mubarak, 1970). The French authorities organised Parisian spectacular visits for their prominent guests, and Panerai (Panerai et al., 2005) described Ismail Pasha’s impression during his visits as ‘amazed and conquered.’ Ismail Pasha’s urban interventions aimed to invest the ruling class’s cultural, social and political forces. He took advantage of his grandfather’s ‘synoptic infrastructure’ and imposed a westernised elites ‘synoptic viewing’ (both terms are cited from (Coleman, 2018)). Mohammed Ali Pasha established the synoptic infrastructure in Cairo, and Ismail Pasha developed it further. The creation of new socio-economic and cultural classes during the 19th Century, created a synoptic infrastructure that succeeded in demonising the marginalised classes’ role in urban development and illegalising their bottom-up urban process.

Within one year (1869–1870), Ismail Pasha’s dreams for Europeanizing Cairo, was ready to impress his prominent visitors. Meydans, significant authoritarian structures and gardens were adopted as visual vistas for celebrative roads (Figure 16). Kirjakka (Kirjakka, 2010, p. 5) argued that the street was considered a monumental whole and not just a space for communication according to the Renaissance urban concept. The French Renaissance’s theatrical and spectacular urbanism (Cruceru, 2011) invaded the city Image. Satisfied with Cairo's urban ‘development’, Ismail Pasha said to European ambassadors: ‘for thirty years, the European influence has transformed Egypt, now […] we are civilised’ (Çelik, 1992, p. 13). By the end of the 19th Century, a silent culture of shame (Çelik, 1992; Mitchell, 1991) became an overwhelming attitude, implying that the traditional built environment represents backwardness and is a reminder of messy urban life (Hakim, 2001, p. 88). The local urban process was forgotten, and the ruling classes imposed their synoptic viewing.

By the time Nasser came to power, the synoptic infrastructure had succeeded in establishing an influential ‘synoptic viewing’. Two centuries of authoritarian control and disciplinary education, cultural activities and media propaganda succeeded in creating synoptic viewing by imposing the ruling elites’ perspective on the majorities. Disciplinary practice replaced the traditional bottom-up urban process with the authoritarian top-down process on both the cognitive and physical dimensions. Living in an informal area became very shameful. Motivated by celebrative and spectacular slogans, Nasser’s urban developments were considered cities or towns (medina in Arabic). Ironically, Medinet Nasr authority, for example, is officially called: ‘Ha'y Medinet Nasr’ (The District of Nasr City’s Authority).

Sadat’s urbanism was not only economic but political propaganda was associated with his authoritarian medium-,
large- and mega-scale projects. Laying the foundation stone and cutting the project’s opening ribbon became a presidential routine. His large-scale urban interventions in Cairo aimed to replace different areas in the city centre with high-rise structures to reinforced his political slogan of creating ‘a youthful face of Egypt’ (Ghannam, 2002, p. 31).

This slogan was repeatedly used in different variations, from Ismail Pasha to the Pretorian state. The authoritarian’s notion of creating the biggest, the tallest, the most modern, the most spectacular and the most monumental projects represents an inherited political prestige in Egypt.

Neither Sadat’s nor Mubarak’s failure to establish new capital and desert towns prevented the Pretorian state from making the same top-down and autocratic decision to construct the ‘New Administrative Capital’. However, el-Hazlul (El-Hazlul, 2010) considered a new town’s creation as ‘the ruler’s spectacular act.’ The New Administrative Capital replicates, but on a mega-scale, what Kumar (Kumar, 2017, p. 1035) considered a colonial symbol of the implied sociocultural, architectural, and political superiority ordinary to India’s British imperialism. Contemporary Egyptian authorities became very fascinated with mega-scale urban projects for their spectacular, celebrative and monumental impacts. In his book ‘Colonising Egypt’, Mitchell (Mitchell, 1991) argued that the western forces still colonise Egypt since the state mimics Western cultural, economic, and political systems. Barnesmoore (Barnesmoore, 2018, p. 197) argued that the fight for decolonisation, freedom and social justice ‘must begin by fighting for ontological justice.’ To face the ontological freedom’s potential threat, the Egyptian authorities encourage the high-income classes and socio-political elites’ engagement in privatising the urban setting.

The SCAF took advantage of the dominating synoptic viewing to monopolise civil life in Cairo. The built environment was transformed from a public product promoting social and urban justice to the supreme object of capitalist governance. Since sustainability requires good governance (UNESCO, 2005), fair negotiation, deliberation and the integration of the stakeholder’s perspective, interests and ideas, as Shalaby indicated (Shalaby, n.d., p. 9), the Pretorian placemaking is far from being sustainable.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The authoritarian power representation shifted during the 19th, 20th, and the first two decades of the 21st centuries from the architectural level to limited urban interventions followed by the mega-urban project, cities and a monumental new capital. Monumentality is the authorities’ tool for representing their power along with the history of Cairo. Gigantisms, spectacular, and celebrative projects became the authoritarian physical tool of political control and propaganda.

Cairo’s authoritarian power’s urban traces shifted its representation from a limited area before 1800 to controlling the city development after 1870 and monopolising large- and mega-scale urban investment after 1960. By eliminating ontological freedom in the 19th Century, the Egyptian authorities freely practised its top-down urban process. In the last two centuries, the state played various roles in disempowering, narrowing, and constraining Egypt’s public. Nevertheless, it failed in totally disempowering the marginalised classes by being unable to stop their informal housing from spreading. Modern Cairo urban setting became an arena for classes dispute between marginalised classes in their informal area and the socio-economic and ruling classes in their formal urban settings.

Cairo urban history teaches us that the economic profit is significant, but the urban setting is used for authoritarian control, the rulers’ political prestige, empowering the ruling classes, and shifting or restructuring the governance network. Layers upon layers of authoritarian control strengthened and normalised the state synoptic infrastructure and their synoptic viewing.

Authoritarian top-down urbanisation in Cairo promotes different significant objectives. Before the 19th Century, it promoted prestige, personal identification and personal power representation on a limited scale. Ismail Pasha pointed the ruling class toward the political, economic and sociocultural profits by introducing small- and medium-scale urban projects. Nasser’s top-down projects did not mainly, aimed for profit; they aimed for authoritarian political and cultural powers representations. After 1970, large-scale projects emerged as an economic profit-generating tool; Sadat and Mubarak aimed to generate wealth, attract foreign aides and investments. Other objectives were also present, such as political propaganda.
personal prestige and the ruling class's sociocultural empowerment. The first two decades of the 21st Century introduced authoritarian mega-scale spectacular urban projects, car-oriented placemaking and aimed for economic profit, political propaganda and empowering the Pretorian state (Saad, 2020d).

Every power shift was associated with urban contestation in Cairo. The urban contestation shifted from the urban deliberation process to discriminate against it. The urban monopoly and domination continued but was governed by various players, introducing private real estate investors related to the rulers (1970-2011) and dominating urban investment by the SCAF after 2013. The Pretorian state practices its control over the city to generate economic profits and impose its power on civil life.
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